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About the General Pharmaceutical Council (GPhC)

Who we are

We regulate pharmacists, pharmacy technicians and pharmacies in Great Britain.

We work to assure and improve standards of care for people using pharmacy services.

What we do

Our role is to protect the public and give them assurance that they will receive safe and effective care
when using pharmacy services.

We set standards for pharmacy professionals and pharmacies to enter and remain on our register.

We ask pharmacy professionals and pharmacies for evidence that they are continuing to meet our
standards, and this includes inspecting pharmacies.

We act to protect the public and to uphold public confidence in pharmacy if there are concerns about a
pharmacy professional or pharmacy on our register.

Through our work we help to promote professionalism, support continuous improvement and assure
the quality and safety of pharmacy.

Background

We use our on-premises Dynamics CRM 2013 solution for the following key Business functions:

 Maintain a register of all our Pharmacists

 Maintain a register of all our Pharmacy Technicians

 Maintain a register of all our Pharmacy Owners

 Manage all our Fitness to Practice cases

 Maintain a list of all our Key Stakeholders

We developed the solution using a third party Partner and implemented the first phase in 2015. We
continue to roll out additional small changes and enhance the systems as per our business requirements
and are scheduled to upgrade the software in late 2020. We currently have approximately 200 internal
users who access the tool via a browser client either onsite or via a VPN connection.

We are looking for a partner to provide

 technical support for the CRM environment (the environment not only includes CRM but also all
interfaces and certain technologies that are required to support CRM business functionality),

 a capacity to develop and make changes and

 development/consultancy resource to deliver the business portfolio of work (projects) including
migrating our on-premises application onto an Azure IaaS Environment.

For an initial contract period of two years with the possibility of two one year extensions. For most of
the work, we expect the partner to work as an extension of our internal team and under our internal
team’s instruction/guidance. However, some stand-alone projects may be entirely outsourced to the
Partner when no internal resource is available.
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We envisage that before a partner takes over responsibility to deliver the above services we will need to
carry out a knowledge transfer exercise.

Requirements

Knowledge Transfer

Requirement Description

Initial knowledge
transfer process

The partner will work with our internal IT team and key business stakeholders
to understand our current solution and recommend the best approach for the
transfer of knowledge quickly and efficiently.

We expect the initial knowledge transfer process will include the following

 Workshops

 Shadowing sessions

 Documentation review

 Systems review including code repositories, cloud platform.

Continuous
knowledge transfer
process

In addition to the initial knowledge transfer, the partner will keep up to-date
with our technology platform as our internal team continues to develop the
platform, refactor the products and add new functionality over time.

Documentation of
system
architecture and
processes

The partner will document our system architecture and working processes to
underpin their understanding and knowledge.

Capability

The partner will have a resource pool that will work on our account with the
necessary experience and skills on not only the technologies (see Appendix 1)
that we use but also an understanding of our working methodologies (See
Appendix 2).

Capacity
The partner will have a resilient pool of staff to support all the services we
require
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Technical Support and maintenance

The supplier will be responsible for supporting and maintaining the CRM application, the CRM
interfaces, the Application elements of the databases and infrastructure. (Other teams will be
responsible for other systems including myGPhC and SharePoint.) The supplier will be expected to work
directly with third parties and internal resource where there are support issues with any interfaces.

Requirement Description

Support model

The partner will be expected to provide second line support and as their
knowledge increases of the system also provide third line support. All issues
with the platform will be raised via our internal service desk that will then
escalate the incident to the internal applications team to triage the ticket and
resolve (if possible). If this isn’t possible, the incident will be passed on to the
Partner to investigate and resolve.

We follow ITIL, so the relevant internal change and release documentation will
need to be completed when a deployment is required. Refer to appendix 3 for
expected service metrics for the support model.

Capacity

We currently receive on average 15-25 incidents per month relating to the
CRM platform and currently allocate internal resource for approx. 1-2 days per
week in total to provide system support.

Examples of the most frequently incidents raised below:

 User permission changes

 Issues with Payments

 Issues with registrants Status

 Issues with registrant Data

Service Levels The partner will be able to meet the service levels set out in appendix 3.

Reporting

The partner will provide a monthly service report listing incidents investigated,
incident’s status and performance against SLAs.

We also expect regular meetings to discuss the support service performance
and provide the partner the opportunity to provide recommendations on
possible service improvements.

Monitoring

We currently use several tools for monitoring purposes that send warning and
error notifications for certain events.

The partner will monitor these and action accordingly depending on the
priority.

Administrative
tasks

As part of the support role, the partner may be required to deal with
administrative tasks such as resetting passwords, setting internal user
permissions to access CRM etc. This is expected to be �about one hour of
activity per week.

Proactive support
Several daily and weekly checks need to be made to ensure the health of the
application and environment including
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 checking the service bus dead letter queue (integration with our
bespoke online system),

 reviewing any warnings from the monitoring tools,

 checking system logs,

 checking database capacity

Maintaining
applications

The partner will maintain the applications including

 Maintaining CRM code

 Suggesting improvements and code refactoring

 Code deployment

 Break / fix services for applications, integrations, data and
infrastructure

 Responding to incidents and requests from GPhC

 Responding to incidents and events from Monitoring

 Provision of staff for GPhC projects

 Application performance / availability monitoring

 Clearing down logs

Maintaining
databases

The partner will help maintain the application databases including

 Database administration, including re-indexing

 Database change deployment

 Data fix

 Backup monitoring and validation

 Database performance management

 Database capacity management

Maintaining
environments

The partner will maintain the on premises Dynamics CRM environment and
eventually the cloud environment including

 Deploying releases

 Making and supporting environments

 Maintaining scripts and templates

 Disaster recovery failover and failback management and testing

 Resolution of security issues found via automated and penetration
testing

 Hardware capacity management

 Storage capacity management

 Hardware performance / availability monitoring

 Security incident monitoring

 Application and database patching

 Testing after O/S upgrades and patches as requiredMonitoring and
reporting on emerging component lifecycle end dates

Access
As data in our test and development environments are anonymised as part of
GDPR compliance, the partner will be provided with full access to these
environments. Access to the live environment will be on a needs basis and
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manged through the internal service desk.

Should a potential partner be based outside or use divisions of their
organisation base outside of the EU, a full review of the legislation will need to
be carried out to ensure that local legislation for the Partner meets our
requirements.

Minor Change Delivery

We define a change as the following

 A piece of work requested by IT or the business that requires under five days of development time

 The change should be independent and not impact any project work

Changes will be pre-approved and prioritised at the GPhC Monthly Change Meeting and there will be full
business requirements documentation to accompany the change request.

Requirement Description

Capacity

We envisage there will be up to 30 changes requested per year (1-2 changes
days resource per week) but we would like the flexibility to increase or
decrease the number depending on demand.

Availability

The partner can provide resource in short notice and/or pre-book days to carry
out change work.

Refer to appendix 3 for expected service levels for changes.

Competency
The partner’s available resource will have a good understanding of our systems
and our technology stack as per Appendix 2.

Cost model
The partner will have different cost options for the delivery of the change
services including Pay as You Go, fixed yearly costs and other costing models
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Projects and Consultancy Work

Due to the size of our internal team and business expectations, we expect that we will require additional
resource to support project work and to also assist with ad-hoc consultancy work such as code reviews,
architectural discussions etc.

Requirement Description

Service model

The partner can provide the following resource services

 Additional resource (under our control) to form part of our team to
support delivery of technical work, this resource could be testers,
architecture resource, development, project management and/or
technical management

 Full delivery resources that will be able to deliver a fully documented
project including: project management, design, build, testing,
implementation and post go-live support

 Individually specified resources to carry out bespoke tasks
independently such as architectural pieces of work, code reviews,
audits, business requirements gathering etc

Availability
We understand that for project and consultancy work, the partner will require
lead times to ensure the right staff are available, so we expect SLAs to define
these times.

Processes

The partner will have a standard approach for providing resource including

 Process to request resource

 Process to feedback on resource costings

 Details on availability of resource

 Process for tracking resource time such as timesheets

 Process for monitoring of staff to ensure availability and quality of output

 Process for managing staff absences such as days off ill or holidays

Other support
All project work would have to be approved internally at GPhC by our Senior
Leadership Group. The Partner will support the internal team to help put
costing together costings before full requirements are provided

Cost model
The partner will have different cost options for the delivery of the change
services including Pay as You Go, fixed yearly costs and other costing models
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Procurement Approach

Timelines & Stages

We are looking to source a Partner by Mid 2020 with a management base within easy commutable
distance to our London offices. Please find timelines and Stages for selection process below:

 Publish Requirements on Digital Market Place – March 2020

 Respond to Supplier Questions – end of March 2020

 Supplier Submission Deadline – April 2020

 Shortlist interested Suppliers and notify unsuccessful Suppliers – end of April 2020

 Assessment Stage – invite suppliers to present services and a Q&A Session – May 2020

 Evaluate Proposals and Award Contract – end of May 2020

 Publish the contract to Contract Finder – June 2020

Scoring & Evaluation Criteria

Please find details on the scoring and weighting below:

 Proposal Submissions (50%)

o Support Proposal (including knowledge on on-premises CRM versions and integrated
systems) – 20%

o Change Proposal – 10%

o Project Proposal – 10%

o Costs of Proposal – 10%

 Assessment Stage (50%)

o Content of Presentation – 10%

o Response to Q&A - 10%

o Final Costings – 30%
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Appendix 1 – Technical Platform Summary

Deployed Technology

Applications that form part of our CRM system
 Dynamics CRM 2013 on-premises (Bespoke Built Application)

 Scribe

 Invenso – Xpertdoc

 Scheduled Jobs

Infrastructure
 3 ‘Physcial‘ Environments

o Dev

o UAT (System Integration Testing (SIT), UAT, Pre-Prod Instances)

o Live

Interfaces
 Loquate (Formerly Known as Postcode Anywhere)

 myGPhC using Azure Service Bus (bespoke WebSite for registrants built in .Net for the back-end and

Angular for the front end)

 myGPhCPharmacy (bespoke WebSite for pharamcy Owner)

 Determinations Publications (bespoke application to publish outcomes from FtP cases)

 Data Subscription Services (bespoke application to provide data extract to thir parties)

 Internet Pharamcy Logo (bespoke application allowing third pharamcy owners to prove registration with

the GPhC on their website)

 SharePoint Online for Inspections SharePoint Tool (Bespoke business tool)

 SharePoint 2013 (on-premise) for Document Management

 Office 365 including Exchange

 (Multiple) Reporting Export (Multiple databse exports for reporting purposes)

 Microsoft Active Directory

CRM Environment
Architecture.docx

System Sizing
 200 Users

 80GB Database
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Appendix 2 – Organisation Working Practices

Working Practices
 Agile / Scrum for development with JIRA for epics, stories and tasks

 Version control using GIT

 JIRA for bug reporting

 ITIL for event, incident, request and operational change management

 TopDesk for Service Management

Service Window
 Application break / fix Monday to Friday 9 am to 5 pm

 Application / database / environment deployment Monday to Friday 6am to 8pm and by exception

weekends

 Infrastructure / environment break / fix 24 /7

 Security event 24 /7

Team Structure
 We have an internal Business Systems Lead role that will manage the relationship with the new

partner:

Head of IT

Applications
Business
Partner

Service
Delivery
Manager

Infrastructure
Business
Partner

SharePoint
Team

Infrastructure
Team

Team Resource
Individual Resource

Web Dev.
Team

Business
Systems Lead

 Additional Business Resources include:
o Project Manager
o Business Analyst
o Testing Resource
o Infrastructure Specialists
o IT Service Desk
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Environments
 We currently have 5 environments

o Dev Environment
o System Integration Testing Environment
o User acceptance Testing Environment
o Pre-Prod Environment
o Live Environment

20191105 -
Applications Functional Environments v1-0.vsd

Other things to Note

 Our peak renewal period is between September to early November and we expect an increase in
support issues during this period
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Appendix 3 – Expected Service metrics and definitions

Service Desk
Indicator Service level Norm

Waiting time at telephone* maximum 1 minute 90 %

Percentage of Abandoned calls maximum 4 % of incoming telephone calls 90 %

Knowledge of business applications unskilled N.A.

Max. number of calls 300 per year (+/- 25%) N.A.

Incident Management
Priority Maximum response time Maximum solution time Norm

1 < 30 minutes < 4 hours 90%

2 < 2 office hours < 16 office hours 90%

3 < 8 office hours < 32 office hours 90%

4 By mutual agreement By mutual agreement 90%

Ad hoc queries and reports
Indicator Service level

Service Window Support Window: on business days from 09:00 h – 17:00 h (UK time)

Reaction time Start handling Request for Support: < 2 working hours
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Change Management
Indicator Service level Norm

Service Window Support Window for all Changes: business days 08:30 h – 17:00 h (CET) N.A.

Standard Changes*

Response Time Timeframe between submission and
implementation of Standard Change

within 1 business day 95% of cases

Urgent Change (with a max. of 3 per month)

Response Time Impact analysis completed within 2 business days 95% of cases

Initial planning completed within 3 business days 95% of cases

Realization Number of urgent changes realized within planning and budget > 90%

Enhancement

Response Time Impact analysis completed within 5 business days 95% of cases

Initial planning completed within 5 business days 95% of cases

Realization Number of major changes realized within planning and budget > 90%

Projects

For each project a plan and agreement is made which states planning, work locations and pricing

Release Management
Indicator Service level Norm

Major software releases
and hardware upgrades

By release calendar (to be delivered by GPhC as a part of the
roadmap)

90 %

Minor software releases
and hardware upgrades

By release calendar (to be delivered by GPhC as a part of the
roadmap)

90 %

Emergency software and
hardware fixes

Embedded in service level for Incident Management

Max. downtime
production environment

The maximum time the production environment is down
during a release

2 hours

Configuration Management & Version Control
Indicator Service level Norm

CMDB reliability Percentage of Configuration Items correctly registered 95 %

Verification of
Configuration Item (CI)
registration

- during conversation with user, Service Desk verifies the
information of the CI’s related to incident

N.A.

Capacity Management
Indicator Service level Norm

Monitoring of operational systems
(detection, but no action)

7x24 hours N.A.

Recommendations for changes to
capacity

Once a month
(is part of service level report)

N.A.
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Backup and restore
Indicator Service level

Frequency of backup On business days (Monday to Friday): 4 incremental backups and 1 complete backup
(by means of a standard GFS job), Exact frequency will be determined during
transition. E.g.: online at night and 5 times archive backup at 09:00, 12:00, 15:00,
18:00 and 21:00.

Backup window On-line backup mechanism is installed to support the 7*24 hours services of GPhC.
Therefore, no backup window is needed.

Backup success rate 98% of backups completed successfully

DR Fail Over As a result of DC Failure within 1 hour during working day

DR Fail Over Test Once per year

Backup Restore
Verification Test with roll
forward of logs

Once per quarter

Service management

Maintenance Types
Type of Maintenance Service Required

Preventative Maintenance Prevention of any possible future problems in the Application by identifying
required changes

Perfective Maintenance Maintenance activities to improve the quality of Application without impact on the
functional specifications or scope of the Application (for instance, improvement of
ease of use, maintenance of documentation).

Corrective Maintenance Delivering temporary solutions (‘workaround’) by taking away the symptoms of
reported incidents. Achieving long-term solutions for the root causes of defects by
investigating problems and implementing changes.

Adaptive Maintenance implementation of technical changes to the application as a result of ‘upgrades’ or
changes (‘patches’) to the Application development software or as a result of
changes in the technical operational environment (for instance changes to PaaS
services in Azure);

Functional Maintenance Adaptation of the application to delivery functional enhancements required by
GPhC

Service level Norm

Frequency of service level reports to GPhC Once a month

Term of delivery of service level report to GPhC 8 business days after end of month a
dashboard with statistics will be send. GPhC
comments on the report will be send within 10
days.

Number of visits by Service manager to GPhC At start SLA: Weekly for 3 months. First year
monthly meeting. After that to continue as
monthly or as agreed between the parties

Terms of invoicing to GPhC Once a month in arears

Frequency of evaluation of Quality Improvement Action Planning Weekly for 3 months. After that to continue as
monthly or as agreed between the parties

Frequency of customer satisfaction survey Every 6 months


